Safety canyoning rules
You cannot participate in canyoning if:
you are under influence of alcohol and other drugs

People under the influence of alcohol or other drugs
If the person appears to use the service under the influence of alcohol or other drugs, it is
a gross violation of the terms and conditions of the service and the provider is entitled to
deny the recipient the service and exclude him from the event without the right to a
cancellation fee. To verify the presence of alcohol, the provider reserves the right to
perform a breath test.

Pregnant women
Canyoning is a risky and physically demanding activity, the recipient can endanger
himself and the child. Pregnancy is a serious obstacle to providing a safe service. For
this reason, it is forbidden to participate in the canyoning program while pregnant. The
recipient in another state is entitled to cancel his registration for the service 21 days
before the date of the booked service without cancellation fee. The recipient is entitled to
transfer the paid service to a third party. Alternatively, the recipient can book another
date from the provider's offer without a time limit.

A person with a disability
Canyoning is a physically and mentally demanding activity, the recipient with a disability
can endanger himself and others. If in such a case the recipient cancels his / her
participation at least 21 days before the date of using the service, he / she is entitled to a
refund of the paid service, or he / she may transfer the paid service to a third party.

Possible restrictions on participation in the canyoning
program:

Canyoning is a risky, physically and mentally demanding activity. If the recipient has a
movement or health restriction (asthma, diabetes, haemophilia, allergies, acrophobia,
claustrophobia, severe overweight, musculoskeletal disorders, musculoskeletal surgery,
cardiovascular problems, etc.), he may endanger himself and others. This does not
automatically mean that it is not possible to do canyoning, but it can affect the ability to
participate in the event in a standard format. In the event that the recipient has a
restriction of a physical or medical nature, he is obliged to inform the provider of this fact
when registering for the service. The provider decides on the possibility of the recipient
participating in the activity. The possibilities of participation are:
● full participation without restrictions
● participation in a standard event in full with increased supervision
● participation in a standard event to a limited extent
● participation to a limited extent - within a “Just for you” service, where other
members accept any restrictions during the service resulting from the given fact
● prevention of participation in the program

If the recipient does not inform the provider about the above facts, the provider may deny
him part of the service, or he may be excluded from the service without the right to refund

The recipient is obliged to inform the provider, if he/she is a
non-swimmer

